
BIG CHEESE AND
TUNDRA MITTEN AND
SEMINOLE TRASH TALK
MOVED UP AND FEATURED BITCHEZZ!!! FOR THE
OBLITERATION OF TEH BEARZZ.

This ain’t no party, This ain’t no disco. This
ain’t no fooling around. We got some big ass
state rivalries starting this weekend. Since the
Red Sawx Nation has already dispatched all the
pretenders in baseball, we are down to football
and Grand Prix and, frankly, the F1 Circus is
boring right now. Off to football we go!

In the college ranks, ASU has already put a
licking on Washington State and USC edged out
Oregon State. But the big games of the weekend
are in state affairs. First up is the
Wolverweenies at Sparty. Michigan is rated
higher in the polls, barely, at 21 in the pols
to Michigan State’s 22. On paper, however, the
Spartans have the better defense and rushing
offense. They are a more consistent team and are
at home, so Sparty is the pick here.

The other big in state matchup, and real game of
the week, is Florida State hosting Miami in
Tallahassee. Both teams are in the top 10,
numbers 3 and 7 respectively, and both
undefeated. But Miami has shown itself to be a
little hollow by barely pulling out a win
against the very mediocre NC State Wolfpack. FSU
has the out of this world freshman QB Jameis
Winston, who is like a prototype sized version
of Johnny Football. Also good receivers. The
Seminoles are the clear pick here. Other games
to watch include Nevada versus Fresno State in
the late game on ESPNU. Tough rivalry game, but
look out for Derek Carr and Fresno, the Bulldogs
are pretty good.

In the pros, it is a pretty unexciting slate of
games. The best is the MNF clash between the
Bears and Packers. Cutler is out and the game is
on the Frozen Tundra at Lambeau. Cheese all the
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way. Sunday night game of Colts at Texans might
surprise. Houston has abandoned Matt Schaub in
favor of hometown youth Case Keenum. Good move
at this point, needed to be done. This game will
tell if the Texans are truly dead or not, I
think they could upset the Colts, but wouldn’t
bet real money on it. Ravens need a win against
a tougher than you think Browns squad. They
should get it. Steelers are in Foxborough. Will
Scribe’s boys take out the Beautiful Brady?
Steelers seem to be righting the ship, but this
is an awfully tall task. Don’t think so. Plus
the Pats got themselves a plug for the injured
Vince wilfork by picking up Isaac Sopoaga from
the Eagles. Saints at Jets and Bolts at Skins
could both be interesting. That’s about it
really.

The F1 circus has set up shop in Abu Dhabi. It
is a beautiful circuit and a nothing race at
this point. Vettel and Red Bull have already won
everything. One interesting note, Felipe Massa
has been consistently beating Alonso in
everything lately. Kind of ugly end to a
disappointing season for Ferrari, but good for
Felipe, who is truly a nice and hard working
guy.


